Atypical acute hemorrhagic leukoencephalitis (Hurst's disease) presenting with focal hemorrhagic brainstem lesion.
Acute hemorrhagic leukoencephalitis (AHL; Hurst's disease) is a rare, severe, inflammatory CNS disease that is typically diffuse, multifocal and associated with petechial hemorrhage. The objective of this study is to report the clinical, radiologic, and pathologic findings in a fatal AHL case with focal brainstem involvement and gross hemorrhage. Patient evaluation in a tertiary neurointensive care unit with serial brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and neuropathological examination on autopsy were performed. The patient presented with mild, then rapidly worsening, brainstem impairment to a locked-in syndrome. Brain MRI demonstrated an isolated gadolinium enhancing brainstem lesion that enlarged dramatically over weeks and was associated with gross hemorrhage and necrosis. The patient died despite aggressive treatment with intravenous corticosteroids and plasma exchange. Autopsy demonstrated the isolated severe necrotic lesion consistent with AHL. AHL may present as a solitary brainstem lesion with gross hemorrhage and should be considered in patients with isolated enhancing brainstem lesions. AHL may be fatal even despite early, aggressive immunomodulatory therapy.